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Homa Therapy in WA

As well as conducting 10 workshops in Perth, the rural surrounds and Margaret River area we performed Agnihotra sunrise and sunset along the coast with prayers for the protection of coastal areas. Each time we were lead to Mother Nature’s glorious displays where earth, sea and sky meet, to perform Agnihotra, we felt profound energetic responses. Some photos below hopefully convey some of the magic.

Preparing for sunrise Agnihotra at ‘Big Rock’
A big crowd turned up relative to the time - sunrise! Mostly participants at a workshop the evening before. We were very grateful to have with us an indigenous elder, Mulaak, who was deeply touched by the energetic experience. He said that all indigenous cultures greeted and respected the sun through Fire and he said he experienced the spirit of Truth with this healing Fire.

*Sunset Agnihotra at Bunker Bay, watching Whale spurts and seals frolicking*

*Frits giving Agnihotra ash to the Indian Ocean*
Sunset at Cape Naturaliste- deep Agnihotra quietude wrapped in the wind and ocean roar

A good attendance at the rural Retreat owned by Body Worker and Sound Healer Sonia just out of Margaret River
Yoga Teacher, 2nd on the right, expressed how profoundly healing Agnihotra was for him.

Agnihotra workshop at Ramon Quek’s home in Canningvale. The Indian couple in the background heard about the workshop by ‘coincidence’. They had just moved to Australia from Malaysia and had been wondering how to find Agnihotra support in their new country.
Several Agnihotra gatherings have been organised by Heidi and Wolfram Hablitzel in Perth since the workshop tour in order to provide opportunity to support each others practice and to share the profound healing and to keep the momentum.

**Agnihotra supplies and Support in WA**

**Cow Dung**; Several people are in the process of collecting their own cow dung. Some people are in the process of drying and working towards making it available to others in the future as well. We will keep you updated on that.

**For Margaret River area**: You can contact Cath 0407521100, Chelsea 0409940848 to collect cow dung from their organic farm. Ring first. See details below.

**For Perth area**: Heidi Hablitzel in Kardinya WA has cowdung available now as she kindly ordered a bulk supply from Om Shree Dham Homa farm, reducing the postage cost by approx.$5.00 p/kg in comparison when bought in a 2.9 kg parcel and send by mail. She sells it in 1 kg bags or multiples. Please contact Heidi directly – 0417975674. Ramon Quek in Canningvale also carries cowdung from Om Shree Dham to make available to others at reduced postage cost. Ramon-0405552654

**Agnihotra kits**; Are available from Heidi in Kardinya and Ramon Quek in Canning Vale.

**Agnihotra get together meetings**; are held in Kardinya organised by Heidi and Wolfram. And by Ramon Quek in Canningvale.
Scientific Aspects of Agnihotra

Scientific Aspects of Agnihotra

Agriculture – Yield

By Dr. Ulrich Berk

There is ample evidence that with Homa Organic Farming a healthy micro-flora and micro-fauna in soil is created, thus rejuvenating the soil. This is of utmost importance as nowadays conventional farming which uses a wide range of agrochemicals is destroying this micro-flora and micro-fauna, thus leaving behind a soil which is more and more exhausted, no longer a rich living soil. Production comes down and even the supply of food for humanity is at stake, as reports from FAO, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations state.

A healthy soil is the capital for future generations to grow enough food, it is an investment in the future so to say.

But equally important is production of enough food of good quality to feed the present population. How does Homa Organic Farming help with that? Four M.Sc. theses from Dharwad University, Karnataka, India, examined this question. Plants grown were soybeans, tomatoes, cabbage, and okra.

Morphological characteristics and Yield parameters

The following table shows a significant increase in yield parameters.

We compare Homa Organic Farming (including seed treatment and application of Homa Biosol to plants and soil) with farming without Homa as control.
The table shows clearly that both morphological characteristics and yield improved considerably. These results you get when all methods of Homa Organic Farming are followed, including the treatment of seeds, foliar and soil application of Homa Biosol, and also spraying Agnihotra Ash water.

**The development of root nodules**

One of the results I want to mention especially: The development of root nodules in soybeans. Such nodules we find in leguminous plants like clovers, alfalfa, lupines, and peanuts besides soybeans. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria enter the roots of these legumes and multiply, thus forming root nodules.

In these nodules nitrogen gas from the atmosphere (which is easily available there as 78% of our atmosphere is nitrogen) is fixed and made available to plants. When these plants die, the remaining nitrogen remains in the soil, thus improving soil quality and helping growth of plants in the next season. This is of great importance as nitrogen is often the limiting nutrient.
How Homa Organic Farming (including the use of Homa Biosol) helps with the formation of root nodules becomes evident by the following photos.

Control without Homa

Nodules with Homa

Rapid Healing and return to wellbeing with Agnihotra

Homa Therapy in Old People’s home and Elderly People’s Home Malaysia

Alan Yong, committed Agnihotri and Homa farmer from Malaysia shared the miraculous healings taking place through Agnihotra and ash medicine in both a home for disabled children and an old people’s home in Malaysia. Agnihotra volunteers would regularly visit the Homes to perform Agnihotra and to administer Ash medicine and Agnihotra ash and ghee ointment to the inmates. Due to understaffing, there were unsanitary conditions that lead to the children and elderly being covered in sores. Also the children had difficulty sleeping and were sedated every night. Due to
Homa Therapy and the loving service of the volunteers, sores and lesions quickly healed up and the stress levels dropped to the extent that, in the case of the children, they no longer required sedation at night.

Alan Yong,( in white sitting in the front), Selina ( far right in white)  at a well-attended workshop in Fremantle WA

*Fast healing of major trauma to big toe. No pain*

“Good morning Lee and Frits.

I have just experienced an Agnihotra ash and ghee miracle. I dropped a timber log on my big toe on Sunday. Monday it was purple black. 2 days later on Wednesday after applying the Agnihotra balm it is back to normal with no pain. My friend a Theatre nurse thought I would lose the nail” - Selina, Safety Bay, WA.

Selina, had been performing Agnihotra years ago in Adelaide SA. By Divine coincidence just when we were putting out for a place to stay and assistance with transport for the workshops in Perth, Selina phoned out of the blue, wanting to take up Agnihotra again and now living in WA. She
kindly offered us assistance and has been performing Agnihotra twice daily since feeling its centring and balancing effect and the powerful spiritual energy that is called in.

*Sunday*– injury sustained

*Weds* – miraculously fast recovery with Agnihotra ash and ghee balm with no loss of nail and no pain
Any pain disappears with application of ash and ghee

“I feel blessed to have access to an amazing balm now that I am doing Agnihotra. Whenever I have any type of pain I use a combination of Agnihotra ash and ghee. Applied on the spot any pain disappears like magic.

I have also noticed clarity and harmony, synchronicity and the ability to easily find the peace at my centre since doing Agnihotra regularly. Blessed be. Thank you for this gift!”

Karen Cleveland, NSW

Karen feeding our Homa cow and bull at Om Shree Dham during her visit to Om Shree Dham

Healing dry eyes with internal bleeding with Filtered Agnihotra ash water

“This year, I recently travelled for nearly 3 months through Scandinavia and Asia, for study, medical and leisure purposes and really missed performing my daily Agnihotra.

Often one realizes the impact of positive energies in retrospect, and this was certainly the case after a busy time travelling through high density living spaces and not being able to include Agnihotra in that space.

Although I certainly enjoyed my travels, I found my body mind and spirit were slowly deteriorating, despite a focus on healthy eating, exercise and relaxation. Both my partner and I became ill with a series of food poisonings that affected our digestion, which impacted our overall health, of course. The pollution in Asia affected our eyes and respiratory tracts – we were
coughing daily, and this also had an impact on our sleep cycles. We were lucky to offset this by spending as much time at the beach as we could, where fresh air helped.

Once I returned to Australia, I immediately started my daily Agnihotra practice and ingested ash and drank water vitalised with Agnihotra ash.

My eyes were still super dry and scratchy, and I had developed internal bleeding and bruising, so I filtered ash water through muslin and did twice daily eye washes until they healed. This took about a week - it worked so well, that I now do this once a week just to maintain my eyes. (I’m in front of a computer a lot - so I highly recommend this!)

I also developed skin rashes and.... unusual skin lumps, which needed medical attention. Throughout this time, I kept up with daily Agnihotra, and took daily ash internally and externally. (You need to wear old clothes when using it externally on the skin, because the ash cream is dark and stains).

**I'm back to good health. No more coughing, healthy eyes and good digestion.**

I’m aware that travelling does affect people this way, and a return to one’s country is enough, but applying Agnihotra ash to remedies always hastens the body to return to harmony.

---

*My Agnihotra ash and ghee cremes mixed in with herbs like calendula and comfrey, the medicinal properties of the latter, being potentised by combining with Agnihotra ash.*
Peace and a tangible loving response to situations
One very important element of performing Agnihotra, that I can’t recommend enough, is its transformational qualities on the emotional and mental realms. It brings peace of mind, a sense of rightness, a very tangible loving response to situations, and best of all people find out house a ‘happy’ place and are attracted to it. This doesn’t mean that problems or conflicts are eliminated like magic! Oh, no! But a willingness to work through issues towards harmony is greatly supported by living in an atmosphere of Agnihotra.” Catherine Menyhart, Melbourne Victoria

Backyard veggie garden and animals thriving with Agnihotra

Catherine Menyhart continues:
“We also returned to our city dwelling garden to its usual abundance. It was spring in Australia when we got back and perfect for new beginnings! We use the ash throughout the garden especially during planting and transplanting times, and the water that we collect from our roof has liberal amounts of ash in all the containers. We have 3 happy chickens that provide us with eggs and manure and our love for them means we give them ash water and make warm porridge with ash too. Our fruit trees have grown taller and bushier, and the garden is thriving. We love the connection to the land, growing cycle and animals that come into our lives. I believe our focus on harmony in our life had led us to Agnihotra in the first place and the simple yet effective act of it, plus that so very useful ash! has played a major part in maintaining harmony in our lifestyle.’
Drums to the left hold water for our organic veggie garden. The water is imbued with the Prana and micro-nutrients from Agnihotra ash

Animals attracted to Agnihotra

When wild animals and pets come close at precisely Agnihotra time and stay until the Fire dies down it is very telling about its‘ life-friendly energies. This is a common phenomena.

Agnihotra and ducks
All together in the muck
They come along to join in the celebration
The ducks did quack in jubilation
They love Agnihotra as we do
They come up close and to join in too
During the chant they quieten down
Not do they make a sound
As soon as its over they swim away
So I will have to have another Agnihotra day
They came and went back to bed
While we sat on the river’s edge
Such a lovely evening was had by all
With the soothing sounds of nature’s call

Kathy Parkins, Warburton Agnihotra support group
PS these are the ducks that have joined in on each of the Agnihotras down by the river, only this time they were only inches away from my feet.

Crow with lame foot attending Agnihotra regularly! Heidi has been performing Agnihotra regularly since our visit conducting workshops throughout Perth and the rural south.
Agricultural Oasis – full Homa Organic Farming

It can be a fast or a gradual process of seeing improvements as the following experience in South America reveals. It depends on how long it takes to bring the environment into balance.

HOMA FARM TENJO – now an oasis

Maria Teresa Nuñez, Tenjo, Cundinamarca, Colombia, South America

This farm was arid, dry soil without a single flower, without a single tree. There was absolutely nothing growing. The soil here is very clayey and this place was full of brickworks. That’s what this clay is good for, to make bricks.

So first of all, to have what we have and to enjoy this paradise, we have to keep in mind that here are tons of black earth that we have been mixing with this clayey soil for many years.
But the great change occurred when Homa Therapy was implemented on this farm. For several decades we had struggled a lot to have any tiny plant, and it was very little what we got and we got it very slowly. It was quite complicated. To tell you an anecdote: I dreamed for 20 years or more to have a 'papayuelo'. (This is a fruit from the papaya family, but it is eaten cooked, not raw and it grows in cold climate only.)

![Image of Mrs. María Teresa and her Homa Farm](image)

I would call the neighbouring farmers and friends and they would give me papayuelito seedling and their advice on how to grow the little tree: "You do not look at it" and I did not look at it.

Another said, "You have to look at them" and I would look at them and talk to them. The other would say, "Take care of it a lot" and I took good care of it. Another one said "Do not pay any attention to the plant". I followed those wise women's advice for years, but nothing worked. Papayuelos did not grow on this soil. Neither did pears. These were two fruits, which I dreamed of having on my land. They also reminded me of the farm of my grandparents in Ubate. In spite of all the effort, they never grew.

When Homa Therapy arrived, I moved from Bogota to the farm to support the daily practice of the Homa Fires. It took approximately three years to see all the splendid results of Homa Therapy in its wide range, because first of all, the Fires had to cleanse a lot of negative energies from this place, on a subtle level. However, I did the Homa Fires without expecting anything in return.

Suddenly, papayuelos began to appear everywhere. Now, they grow almost like weed, everywhere. They are laden with fruits all year round! And most amazing is that when they are not even six inches high, they are already blooming. It is an extremely rare thing! And then the first pears also grew!
Now, this place is a paradise. With the following story you can see how surprising this place is: My dad gave me a banana bonsai. But since I do not like bonsai, they seem to me like a caged animal, I told my gardener to plant it in the open land.

Listen well - that bonsai gave me a banana bunch! And here in this climate!

And so I can tell you many stories of every plant that lives here. They are so happy!

What once was pure clay, now is fertile soil, which one can check by reading the soil analysis I made about two years ago.

Everything flowers, everything! It is almost like you throw a stone anywhere and it flowers! For example the Balu, which is not from here; it belongs to a tropical humid climate of around 1,800 meters height. Here, we are at 2,600 meters above sea level and the balu has already bloomed. I plant everything, because my faith, based on experiences with Homa Therapy, is enormous.

Most impressive is what happens with some of the fruit trees. For example, the feijoa gives one crop per year, and then it rests. Now, the feijoas give one crop after another. We cannot keep up making candy, jams, marmalades, etc. Another example is the chili, which are now loaded all the time.

Or the tomato tree (tomate de árbol). I have to place wooden forks underneath the branches to help support the weight of the fruits. They are so loaded that not one other tomato would fit. With Homa Therapy one sees some amazing things. My experiences have been absolutely wonderful.

I have 25 different kinds of aromatic herbs, 25 kinds of fruit trees, I plant all the vegetables possible and that is my food. I have not been to a supermarket for years. I eat whatever is in the garden!
Abundant healthy produce

Here we collect the rain water and everything is perfect. Also many birds come here and in the morning it is always a concert. Everything is beautiful. All the residents practice Homa Therapy. On full moon and new moon, we do 12 hours of Tryambakam Homa and sometimes 24 hours with people from outside, who also appreciate this wonderful Homa atmosphere.

Performing Om Tryambakam Homa
Thriving Homa Organic vegetable gardens  
Om Shree Dham

A consistent experience we have here in our Homa Biosphere is the noticeable difference between Homa seed and organic seed. The lettuce shown below is from several generations of Homa grown lettuce and its seed. This size of lettuce is typical now and the taste is tender, sweet and the vibrancy very evident.

![Lettuce from seed after several generations grown in Homa](image)

When plants are not looking healthy we sprinkle Agnihotra ash around the base and water in

![Before ash application](image) ![1 week later after ash application- new leaves are healthy](image)
More photos of the vibrancy and health that Homa imparts to the vegetable gardens:

*Tomatoes and beans radiating health and vitality*

*Veggie garden and orchard- see giant orbs!*
Bees really enjoying themselves. Human guests constantly surprised by the buzzing and chirping and croaking cacophony of sounds that even goes thru the night

Pomegranates, apples, citrus and figs abundant this year despite a winter drought
Garlic crop starting to unfurl before harvest  

Delicious healthy silver beet  

Spring time corn seedlings planting with Agnihotra ash around the rootlets
About Om Shree Dham

Om Shree Dham, Homa Therapy Centre, has been offering ongoing support to Australasia for over 2 decades.

Our Mission and Vision

- To give back to our planet and mighty nature through performing Homas daily and teaching and sharing Homa Therapy
- To provide an example of a new way of life where nature and people thrive in a vitalized, purified, peaceful Homa Biosphere
- To provide comfortable accommodation for people to come here and learn Homa Therapy and Homa Organic farming which in turn benefits their homes, properties and communities
- To inspire and facilitate a new way of life in the Retreat Centre, currently being built, where we will run courses, retreats, healing and performing arts events, espousing sustainable living such as: growing organic food, healthy eating and food preparation, non-
violent communication techniques, yoga, meditation, spirituality, sound healing, dance therapy, etc.

- To provide a loving, respectful space for inner transformation through the daily program of regular Homas throughout the day and the grounding provided by harmonious organic garden surrounds imbued with Homas and mantras.

- To work towards community living where the daily Homas, organic farming and creative humanitarian pursuits sustain us and the land physically and spiritually

- To imbue farming and everyday life with Divinity

Frits and Lee Ringma, Homa Therapists and your hosts at Om Shree Dham

If you would you like to be involved and support Om Shree Dham our current needs are:

- People with practical skills in building to help us complete our Retreat/Seminar Centre.

- People with skills in organic food growing, cow culture, website and digital outreach, etc. to spend time here to help create the infrastructures and ongoing Homa organic food production.

As an exchange we provide accommodation and a delicious organic vegetarian lunch in a beautiful nature setting full of transformational potential and adjacent to vast bushland/national park. Give us a call or email and we would love to chat with you about it. - international and national planetary citizens welcome! - (+61) 02-49981332.
Hans our champion volunteer who came for a short visit and loved the Homa lifestyle so much he stayed for 6 months

Hans did wonderful work on the farm including creating new mulched beds for our Homa garlic crop with pathways of red wood chips to control weeds. Our citrus are looking healthy and happy having been weeded, fed with Agnihotra ash and composted cow dung then mulched. At first he felt insecure about performing Agnihotra himself especially with regards to pronouncing the Sanskrit mantra but after a month or so he was performing his own Agnihotra twice daily with a commitment that came from his own deep experiences of its healing effect.

Hans continues to perform Agnihotra now that he is back on the road as a ‘grey nomad’ benefitting the environment wherever he goes – ‘a grey nomad planetary healer’!
Sari from Sydney fell in love with Homa Therapy and visits regularly to help out.

Learning hands-on Homa Organic farming while studying organic farming online - a perfect situation. She continues with Agnihotra while in Sydney.
Karen Cleveland blissing out in the garlic patch. Karen is running the water onto the plant over her right hand as an Agnihotra hand gives healing energy to the plants.

Karen’s Experience at Om Shree Dham

“Om Shree Dham feels like a garden of Eden. All the birds and butterflies, plants and earth are happy, peaceful, exuberant.... The atmosphere here absolutely lends itself to spontaneous delight as when you witness a turquoise dragonfly recumbent on a lily pad or watching a Lyre bird run across the meadow at the edge of the forest.

There is peace here in fully knowing that you are held completely by your surroundings. Being in the garden with the abundance of sounds of nature is just a joy. The Homa biosphere lends itself to surrender to the Divine.”
The services we offer:

Outreach

We regularly travel to conduct free Homa Therapy workshops throughout Australasia. If you are a good networker and would like to host an Agnihotra workshop in your home, Centre or community space feel free to contact us. Ph 02 49981332 e- info@agnihotra.com.au

Workshop Tours

If you are interested in networking and hosting workshops in your area you can email us at info@agnihotra.com.au

Open Days

We hold Regular Open Days at Om Shree Dham in The Hunter Valley, NSW. Request to be placed on our email list and you will be informed of workshop tours and Open Days as well as receive inspiring news of Homa Therapy doing its wonders throughout the world.

Open Day tour of Om Shree Dham

Information and Homa Therapy supplies

Our Website has comprehensive information, world clock, timesheet service and products for Homa Therapy and other healing products. www.agnihotra.com.au
**Our online shop**

- **Australian made Chemical free Agnihotra Pyramids and copper tools**

The Agnihotra pyramids and copper tools are manufactured here at Om Shree Dham. Unlike factory produced pyramids where chemicals are used, there are no chemicals utilized here in the pressing of the pyramids. Produced in a Homa biosphere where daily Homas have been performed for the last 27 years, the pyramids and other copper items are both physically and energetically clean. As well as supplies we provide comprehensive instruction in the form of an information package and are available to answer questions to support your ongoing practice.

- **Cow Dung Patties from lovingly treated cows living in Homa atmosphere**

Practicing Ahimsa (harmlessness to all living creatures) our cows are treated with respect and affection. Every day we collect their fresh dung and pat out to dry in our hot houses built for that purpose. Being Brahmin (Desai) cows in Homa atmosphere, their dung has an optimum vibration to serve Homa Therapy.

*Agnihotra Travel Box, Hand-crafted and made to order*
Due to increased demand a new cow dung drying area has been erected

Shri Ram our blissful bull, born and living in Homa atmosphere
Apart from Agnihotra supplies, we also carry powerfully effective high energy healing tools such as Lingams, Yantras, Moldavite, Malas, Rudraksys, hand- made sacred Yantra jewelry. Your purchases support the free teaching of Homa Therapy and the development of Om Shree Dham Homa Therapy Centre to enable us to bring healing and transformation to many.
Accommodation in transformational atmosphere

Om Shree Dham has accommodation, both caravan and comfortable apartment complete with bathroom and kitchen and wood fired heating available for visitors wishing to experience a Homa lifestyle and its healing atmosphere, set in the beautiful country side of the Hunter Valley NSW. Shared lunches with Homa organic produce are a delight. See www.omshreedham.com.au

Caravan Stay in beautiful natural setting

Comfortable Apartment with bathroom and kitchen for a rejuvenating stay
Oh the joy of growing your own veggies humming with Homa and harvesting them for lunch!

**Website available to calculate your Agnihotra timings**

Available online is the Agnihotra timing program where you can calculate the Agnihotra timings yourself. It is linked to Google Earth and easy to use for Mac or PC.

Enter your address and time zone and click Search. You can than fine tune your exact location by zooming in. After you click “Next” select the dates you want to be calculated. After clicking “Calculate” you can copy and paste the results.

We also provide the ongoing free service of calculating and providing your Agnihotra timetable for you.

Request your PDF copy for 2017 now.

For this service please use:


To calculate your own timings online:

http://www.homatherapie.de/en/Agnihotra_Zeitenprogramm.html
Donations welcome

Support the current work of building and completing our Homa Therapy Retreat Centre - pictured above. Your donations will help us to accomplish our mission to enable us to reach many more people with courses in Homa Therapy, Teacher training, Homa Organic farming and the opportunity to stay in comfortable accommodation, eat Homa produce brimming with life-force, and enjoy the healing and transformation that the daily Homa Fires bring.

All work is done by volunteers. Homa Therapy Association of Australia is non-profit, however donations are not tax deductible.

Donations using PayPal: omshreedham@optusnet.com.au

Cheque by mail: Homa Therapy Association of Australia

PO Box 68  Cessnock 2325  NSW  Australia

By Direct Deposit: Please email or phone us for details.

Printable copy

To request a printable PDF copy of this newsletter, please email us.

To Unsubscribe

Simply email us with your request.
“Let’s help heal the planet. Perform Agnihotra for the benefit of all”